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Abstract: deep neural network which is the baseline for all embracing machine vision tasks also has achieved a huge 

success in the field of document image analysis. Nowadays Convolutional neural networks (convents, cnns) have been 

established as the state-of-the art models in a wide range of image processing. The tasks of searching for relevant word 

images given an image or text query, known in the related literature as keyword spotting or word spotting (KWS), is no 

exception to this rule. Several variants of convolutional networks for keyword spotting have been proposed and employed 

with success.In this work, we present a CNN architecture that is PHOCNet with some pooling layers which is able to 

outperform on handwritten documents with less parameters and computational power. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK 

Convolutional neural networks (convents, CNNs) have been established as the state-of-the art models in a wide 

range of vision tasks. The tasks of searching for relevant word images given an image or text query, known in the 

related literature as keyword spotting or word spotting (KWS), is no exception to this rule. Several variants of 

convolutional networks for keyword spotting have been proposed and employed with success. 

 In [1] the CNN was pretrained and adapted to perform the word spotting and recognition task however; this 

approach has come with several short comings [2]. [3] They made the use of pyramidal histogram of characters 

(PHOC) embedding to form a segmentation free word spotting. Although originally learned using Fisher vector as 

image features, some adaptions using CNNs to learn the attributes have also been proposed.[4][5] 

The Limitations of using CNNs or any other deep learning architecture are: as we know neural networks are 

scandalous for credibly being „data hungry‟ in the sense they require huge amount of training data, computational 

resources and time taken is also more. Also as a positive side CNNs that were used for some specific tasks such as 

image classification, have been made available as part of toolkits. [6][7] 

In [8][9] author came up with the idea of CNN architecture with pyramidal histogram of characters (PHOC) 

specially designed for word spotting. PHOCNet is a typical feed –forward convolutional network where 

convolutional layers and max-pooling layers embraced together, topped by fully connected layers leading to a stack 

of sigmoid outputs. For classification, the feature maps of the last convolutional layer are vectorized and fed into 

fully connected layers followed by a softmax logistic regression layer. This structure aqueduct the convolutional 

structure with traditional neural network classifier. [10] It tends the convolutional layers as feature extractors, and 

the resulting feature is classified in a conventional way. However, the fully connected layers are liable to overfitting, 

thus hampering the generalization ability of the overall network. 

In this paper, we proposed a method with another strategy called global pooling [11] to replace the established fully 

connected layers in CNN. Instead of adding fully connected layers on top of the feature maps, we take the average 

of each feature map, and the resulting vector is provided directly into the softmax layer. This layer is very useful in 

comparison to others, one advantage of global average pooling over the fully connected layers is that it is more 

indigenous to the convolution structure by enforcing correspondences between feature maps and categories. Thus 

the feature maps can be easily interpreted as categories confidence maps. Another advantage is that there is no such 

parameter to optimize in the global average pooling thus overfitting is avoided at this layer. Furthermore, global 

average pooling aggregate out the spatial information, thus it is more robust to spatial translations of the input. Also 

we can see global average pooling as a structural regularize that explicitly accomplishes feature maps to be 

confidence maps of conceits (categories). This is made possible by the Multi-layer Perceptron (mlpconv) layers, as 

they make better approximation to the confidence maps than GLMs. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we review the network architectural choices that we 

define. The proposed framework and methodology is described detailed in section III. We describe our experimental 

setup/datasets and discuss the result in section IV. After that we draw the conclusions and future work in section V.  

 

II. ARCHITECTURAL CHOICES OF NETWORK 

The PHOCNet model achieved a big success for keyword spotting results in tests with various document collections. 

While the model as a whole has shown to work very well, we assert that several choices regarding its architecture, 

the way it is trained, moreover the way the trained model and datasets is used for keyword spotting, is worth 

considering further also there are a lot differences in between a very new PHOCNet and traditional models in that it 
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uses the SPP layer which is the network head. The SPP layer brings the special oddity of transforming variablesize 

[12] inputs into fixed-size outputs. This characteristic leads to the evidently important advantage of not resizing the 

input image to a fixed size because as we have seen in many approaches [13] [14] [15] each word image has to be 

cropped to a unit width  and height which almost always distort the imageas resizing will change the aspect ratio and 

scale of the input. Although, this lead is not much clear with other aspects. We focus on different strategies 

concerning the layering structure and especially with less computational power so we define some of the layers to 

overcome with the problem of overfitting where a tensor of dimension  is reduced with which 

also take the input of any size. 

 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

3.1 CNNArchitecture of element- 

CNN architecture comprises of different input output layers and also with some hidden layers, these layers consist of 

convolutional layers, pooling layers, Activation layers and some functions. Basically the architecture is divided into 

3 parts: feature maps, pooling layers and classification part.From input to output we can divide the PHOCNet model 

into 2 segments: a) the convolutional network which is the backbone of this architecture and b) layering part where 

some of these are used to minimize over fitting by reducing the total number of parameters. 

These convolutional layers consist of a number of filters which are lapped together with an input image. The output 

has a number of feature maps which can be input to another layer of CNN. For each feature map produced by 

appealing one of those filters in the convolutional layers to the input. So as for non-linearity the output of 

convolutional layers is passed through an activation function  so as to make the network more powerful and add 

an ability to learn from the complex and complicated form data and representations.  

It is also needed to perform back propagation optimization strategy while propagating backwards in the network to 

evaluate the gradient of error (loss) and to reduce errors by using gradient descend or by any other optimization 

technique with respect to weight. Traditionally, many approaches have used the sigmoid or logistic function which 

has the slow convergence and dropped out for deep neural network due to the vanishing gradient problem. To avoid 

this problem some CNN architectures have made use of the Rectified linear units 

 which is easier and efficient but the 

limitations are that it should only be used within Hidden layers of neural network. 

Another problem with ReLu is that some gradients can be delicate during training and die.  

To fix this problem another improvement was   introduced called Maxout function which enhanced the accuracy of 

dropout and improves the optimization. It also improves bagging training style on deeper layer. 

The maxout network is so named because each maxout unit chooses the maximum value within a group of linear 

pieces as the activation.[16] So that the network is linear almost everywhere, which resembles the ReLU network. 

However, the maxout units compare values of a group of candidate pieces, while the ReLUs only compare the value 

of a single piece with 0.  

In this the input of activation function is divided into k unit groups and maximum response is recorded.  

It has the k linear models and the output is the maximum value in k model from given input x. 

It is written as, 

 
Where   

 

 

: Number of hidden layers 

: Size of input vector(x) 

: Number of linear models 

 

After applying the activation function this attuned field is expanded by using the pooling layers, which operates on 

each feature map independently. The most common approach is used in pooling is max pooling. A max pooling 

layer performs down-sampling by dividing the input into rectangular pooling regions, and computing the maximum 

of each region which is further passed to the next layer.The output from the convolutional layers performs the high-

level features in the data although that output could be flattened and connected to output layers, so figuring this a 

fully-connected layer is used to learn there feature which works on same principle as the Multi-layer Perceptron 
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(MLP). .  

For image classification task the training is carried out with softmax function first, the function is given by 

 
to the output of last layer of CNN to generate the output whose loss is calculated by the cross entropy as cross - 

entropy loss increases as the predicted probability diverges from the actual label. 

 

3.2 Method 

Convnet architectures typically consist different type of layers which divides are model into 3 parts :  i)   some 

convolutional layers , helpful for extracting the features ; ii) pooling layers,  followed by an activation function ;  

iii)  the classification part  which is a fully connected layers completed by loss function.  

The numbers of circumstances are made for the design model. We only use the 3×3 convolutional layers followed 

by the maxout function, will also help in case of dead neurons. 2×2 max pooling layers are same as shown in other 

architecture, followed again by 3×3 convolutional layer and 2×2 max pooling layers. There is another type of 

pooling that is sometimes called global pooling used to replace some of the other layers. So here we are using only 2 

fully connected layers. And the resulting vector is directly fed into the softmaxlayer. 

 

3.2.1 Global Pooling 

 It is used to replace the fully connected layers in CNN. Since the first fully-connected layer consumes most of the 

energy, we decide to compress its weight matrix first. The idea is to generate one feature map for each proportionate 

category of the classification task in last layer. Instead of adding fully connected layers on the top of the feature 

maps, we only take the average/max of each feature map, and the resulting vector is fed directly into the softmax 

layer. The reason of using this is these fully connected layers are very large which ended up with increased network 

size and it's weight, requires more computational power. The advantage of using this is that there is no parameter to 

optimize thus over fitting is avoided at this layer. 

 

Where l is the each feature map and  is the measured distance. 

There are two forms of Global pooling layers. In one form a single layer is completely replaces the fully connected 

layers. In other form, a single global layer feeds its output to one or more fully connected layers. Similar to max 

pooling layers, GAP layers are used to reduce the spatial dimensions where a tensor of dimension  is 

reduced with 1×1×d sized dimension. GAP layers simply reduce the each  feature map to single number.

 
Figure 1.Proposed architecture of the Model.All the layers before GAP are same as PHOCNet; instead of ReLu 

function we use maxout activation function. GAP is used for reducing the problem of overfitting 

 

33 convolutional layers + maxout   fully connected layer  

 

Max pooling layer    fully connected layer 

 

Softmax 
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3.3 Working of Global pooling layer- 

We proposed a method for both the parameter level and less computational power. The layering part of this model is 

same as PHOCNet architecture but instead of using ReLu we use maxout function for the dead neurons, if available. 

By means of global average pooling on an input feature map is to compute the average value of all the elements in 

the feature map. 

We already discovered in last part that global pooling layer can replace fully-connected layer .we can either replace 

all the layers or simply do the work with replacement of first fully connected layer and thus can reduce the problem 

of overfitting caused by fully connected layer still it is a quite tough task to pre trained without fully connected layer 

so first, we add a global average pooling layer before the first fully connected layer to perform the down sampling 

on each input feature maps of that fully connected layer so that we can shrink the weight matrix. Also it has the 

advantage of preserving the easy fine-tuning property and the capability of a pre-trained model with conventional 

structures.  

11(total number of input maps after layering of GAP), this is the output feature maps (from the last convolutional 

layer) which is down sampled with GAP feature maps. For which input vector, weight of row and matrix needs to be 

same with input elements and if not, we will adjust the matrix according to changed input element. And the length of 

each row modified to 11(depth of feature map GAP). Then it will pass to first and the output will fed into softmax 

layer. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

4.1 Datasets 

The Keyword Spotting experiments are assessed on the various databases for example, George Washington dataset, 

MNIST Datasets, and IFN/ENIT datasets which may cause challenges on training due to present to their limited 

training sets, here we are going to perform an experiment on challenging   IAM dataset .The IAM dataset contains a 

total number of 115,320 words written by 657 different writers.it was first published in [22].IAM dataset has been 

initially proposed for assessing handwriting recognition methods. In recent times this dataset has become 

conceivably the most popular as well as reliable for keyword spotting techniques. Which can be used to train and 

test handwritten text recognition and to perform writer identification and verification experiments. This contains 

large number of comprised words, as well as their variety in writing style makes it ideal for training and testing deep 

neural networks.Our point of convergence is for QbE spotting scenario so that the images those are only appeared 

once or stop words are keep out. The retrieval list is computed by the nearest neighbor search by using cosine 

distance function. The performance is assessed in terms of mean Average Precision (MAP), by calculated the mean 

average for all the queries. 

 

4.2 Tools and Training  

The method is performed with the Keras toolkit which provides open source and high level neural network 

framework written in Python works with backend Tensor flow It was developed to make implementing deep 

learning models as fast and easy as possible for research and development. 

Training is fulfilled with assuming a cross-entropy loss. And optimized by Adam.The generalized rule of error for 

output layers defined as, 

 
Where  

 
and 

 

 
 

Also we use a batch with size of 10 images with same size as using batch of different sizes do not utilize the GPU 

capabilities. Networks are trained for 10, 0000 iterations. 
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V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

List shows the result for the different experiments sprint on the dataset. The overall performance of our setup which 

compared with the other state-of-the art approaches, seen in Table1. This method with comparison to other 

PHOCNet, has achieved a merciless act. In point of fact our setup exceeds the available SpottingNet approaches in 

different assessments.   

 

Table -1 Result of experiments for IAM Dataset in MAP (%) 

Method MAP (%) 

Softmax CNN 48.67 

PHOCNet 72.51 

Semantic 81.58 

Deep PHOCNet 81.50 

GAP CNN 82.01 

 

There is a number of engrossing views to make from the method as in our method we refute the perception of CNNs 

that they always needs a huge amount of training data as we dropped some of the layering part and already done 

with the dead neurons with the maxout network. 

For the IAM, training done in less than 12 hours and the estimated representation for the given word image in less 

than 25ms and the parameters are exacts the same size.We separate train, validation1, validation2 and test in ratio 

20: 3: 3: 6 and perform 60,000 epochs on our deep network.Also we have seen that with change in aspect ratio of an 

image does not affect the result anyhow. So this might be the more advisable choice of keeping the initial size as it is 

without cropping the image, even though it has greater training requirements.

 
Figure2.The MAP valuesare shown in the graph for IAM Dataset with the standard error 

 
Figure3.Graph shows the values for the eachepoch with Loss

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have studied and learned a number of important characteristics concerning the model, architecture and training 

of a variety of CNN (convnets) used for keyword spotting. In our experiment we introduced the use of Global 

average pooling (GAP) for the PHOCNet, a deep CNN designed for word spotting. This presented experiment helps 

us draw some perceptive conclusions.  
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With our work we give the new baseline for KWS system by replacing some of fully connected CNN layers 

with GAP. The useof GAP thus allows networks to function with less computational power and togeneralize the 

better performance. So in our experiment we have proposed a model where we assimilated our conclusions on the 

better architecture and the strategies for the training. Also the proposed model enhanced by employing learning to 

construct a better version of KWS system and gives us the new baseline on the IAM datasets. 

Furthermore this work can also extend by replacing some of the layers also, by using other activation functions 

which enhance the performance with other datasets. As future work, we would like to examine the performance of 

more advanced entirety strategies.  
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